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Overview

As a public health policy think tank focused on addiction and overdose prevention, the Health in Justice Action Lab and the Electronic Frontier Foundation writes in strong opposition to the changes proposed in SAMHSA-4162-20 to 42 CFR 2.31(a)(4)(i). Allowing substance use treatment programs currently covered by 42 CFR Part 2 to expose dispensing information to state prescription drug monitoring programs (PDMPs) is a step in the wrong direction because it will:

1. Expose highly-sensitive, compromising, and potentially-incriminating information to a broad array of law enforcement and other public and private entities;
2. Negatively impact patient help-seeking, retention, and survival because of real and perceived risk of surveillance, stigma, and criminalization;
3. Fail to mitigate real and perceived threats to confidentiality through the proposed consent mechanism.

In the context of the nation’s deadliest drug overdose crisis, better integration and coordination of care for people affected by substance use disorder (SUD) is a worthy goal. But merging Part 2 data into state PDMPs fails to substantially advance this imperative, while materially eroding the privacy, security, and wellbeing of vulnerable patients. Rather than pursuing a privacy race to the bottom, we must work to improve integration by bolstering data protections for sensitive health information across the board.

I. Substance Use Disorder Treatment: Vital, But Stigmatized and Criminalized

We trust the information we share with our health care providers to be received in confidence and without judgment. This is why the patient’s right to confidentiality is fundamental to the provision of medical care. The very fact that a patient has sought medical assistance typically comes under the scope of restricted information. These protections derive their justification in patients’ expectation of privacy, agency, and control over information (including possibly embarrassing, incriminating, or otherwise damaging facts) revealed during the health care encounter.
Substance use treatment—especially treatment currently covered under 42 CFR Part 2—is vital to addressing today’s opioid crisis. Methadone and buprenorphine maintenance reduce overdose risk by 50-80%. Yet, such life-saving care remains highly stigmatized and criminalized. There are myriad ways in which ongoing stigma harms people receiving opioid agonist therapy (OAT) in the medical system. Patronizing an opioid treatment program (OTP) can trigger cascades of negative legal consequences, including criminal, family law, and housing policy sanctions. Stripping SUD patients from privacy protections leaves them even more vulnerable to discriminatory practices both within and outside the health care system.

In the criminal-legal context, removing privacy protections from Part 2 care creates an especially acute risk of harm. For instance, individuals with opioid use disorder (OUD) under community supervision are frequently mandated to adhere to specific conditions of pharmacotherapy. Often, this means enrolling in abstinence-based treatment that affect de-facto bans on OAT or on a regimen of extended-release injectable naltrexone (Vivitrol), which is not compatible with OAT. Although such conditions are coming under increasing number of legal challenges, they remain widespread. The violation of such conditions is customarily punishable by automatic incarceration. Evidence that an individual is a patient at an OTP could technically constitute a violation, triggering such a result. In addition to the trauma and disruption to the individual’s recovery process, incarceration also translates into an extremely high risk of overdose upon re-entry. In the midst of the nation’s deadliest overdose crisis in recorded history, the stakes for safeguarding this highly sensitive information could not be higher.

II. PDMPs Facilitate OAT Patients’ Vulnerability to Stigma, Criminalization

5 In addition to real risks, individuals who can benefit from the services covered under 42 CFR Part 2 also carry substantial amounts of trauma from their encounters with the criminal-legal and health care systems, increasing distrust and making robust privacy protections that much more vital to incentivise help-seeking.
In the context of the overdose crisis, nearly all United States jurisdictions have rapidly adopted PDMPs. The purported benefits of PDMPs remain elusive: narrative and systematic reviews have painted a mixed picture of impact, on balance finding that PDMP deployment has been associated with both decreases in prescription drug-involved overdoses, as well as increases in overdoses involving illicit opioids, in particular heroin. Users of PDMPs have also expressed concerns that these systems may be affecting population-level collateral consequences evidenced in epidemiological data. In troubling ways, these concerns reflect those about invasive “drug user registration” schemes standard in totalitarian settings like the Soviet Union and China. Nevertheless, the various policy and functionality shortcomings and pitfalls of PDMPs have received little attention.

The extent to which PDMPs provide police and other law enforcement agencies broad access to highly-sensitive data remains poorly understood. Only 14 states currently have a warrant requirement for law enforcement access, and even these requirements include a number of exemptions. In a sample of 16 states from 2013 to 2019, the volume of law enforcement queries shows a persistent upward trend, with many thousands of searches per annum in some states. This trend is reversed in those jurisdictions after the enactment of a relatively low-threshold warrant safeguard. For instance, after the Utah Legislature adopted a warrant requirement in 2015, law enforcement searches demonstrated a drastic decrease in PDMP queries by law enforcement, falling by over 99 percent (See Appendix 1).

Even in states where access is contingent upon the presence of an “active investigation” or “probable cause,” PDMP systems may run searches and deploy predictive algorithms that trigger investigations, functionally circumventing these access requirements. Typically designed by commercial entities, such algorithms are intended to flag “problematic” patterns in patient, provider, and pharmacy practice. Risk scoring and other functionality in these black-box analytical systems are not transparent and have raised substantial concerns about fidelity, validity, and bias. At a time when limitations of—and equity risks posed by—predictive
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analytical are increasingly recognized in criminal justice and other domains, PDMPs have cavalierly embraced algorithmic functionality without sufficient scrutiny or transparency.\footnote{Id.}

Law enforcement access is a significant issue, but not the only concern in merging Part 2 medication dispensing data with PDMPs. A wide range of other parties may also interact with PDMP information, in part due to the creep of information use and commercialization by companies that run PDMP infrastructure. Appriss, a private firm that frequently collaborates with law enforcement agencies, is involved with PDMP infrastructure and analytics in 42 states and territories.\footnote{Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, \textit{Certification of Opioid Treatment Programs}, SAMHSA (Sep. 28, 2015), https://www.samhsa.gov/medication-assisted-treatment/opioid-treatment-programs.} There are wide-ranging implications of this commercialization potentially impacting health or life insurance, among other systems. But these risks must be better understood before proposed rulemaking can proceed.

Despite the broad scope of information collected by PDMPs, these databases have never captured all dispensations of scheduled controlled substances. Although care provided in office-based settings is included in PDMPs, OTP information is not because medications dispensed through OTPs are an exception.\footnote{42 CFR Part 2.} Federal law has long provided heightened privacy protections for OTP patient records, expressly prohibiting disclosure of this information without patient consent or one of a narrowly defined set of exceptions (such as providing information to medical personnel in an emergency situation).\footnote{42 CFR § 2.32.}

Even when patients do consent to disclosure, federal regulations prevent disclosed OTP records from being subsequently redisclosed unless the patient also consents to the subsequent disclosure.\footnote{42 CFR § 2.32.} Consequently, as the Director of SAMHSA’s Center for Substance Abuse Treatment has previously clarified, the privacy protections afforded to OTP patients under 42 CFR Part 2 are incompatible with the level of information sharing that occurs in PDMP programs, stating that “one of the goals of PDMPs is to make information available to authorized users, currently it would not be feasible to ensure that the information will not be redisclosed.”\footnote{Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, \textit{Letter Encouraging Use of PDMPs}, SAMHSA (Sep. 27, 2011), \url{https://www.samhsa.gov/sites/default/files/programs_campaigns/medication_assisted/dear_colleague_letters/2011-dear-colleague-letter-state-prescription-drug-monitoring-programs.pdf}.}

Although office-based opioid treatment (OBOT) prescription information is already collected by PDMPs, two wrongs don’t make a right. This unfortunate fact must not serve as a rationale for further erosion of privacy protections. This is a classic example of surveillance creep. Indeed, given the trajectory of these databases and analytical tools they increasingly employ, privacy
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issues are only likely to get worse as technology implementing PDMPs continue to become more sophisticated.

Better integration and coordination of substance use treatment services is a valid concern. Substance use disorder is a complex disease, often enmeshed with co-occurring physical and mental health conditions. By ignoring this complexity, the historical segregation of SUD care in the United States bears substantial responsibility for the system’s failure to meet the needs of so many patients. In some ways, OTPs represent a codification of the stigma of addiction and its treatment, so it is imperative to identify ways to lower the barriers to integration. However, including OTP information in PDMPs will only exacerbate these harms.

III. Implications of Proposed Regulatory Changes

SAMHSA now proposes to change the long-standing privacy protections provided to OTP patient records through integration with state PDMPs. These changes would further expose the private information of an already extensively surveilled group and risk public health in the midst of the ongoing crisis by disincentivizing OTP participation.

SAMHSA’s contention that these privacy harms will be minimal because law enforcement would be required to obtain a court order satisfying 42 U.S.C. 290dd-2(c) prior to seeking additional patient records from OTPs fails to account for the sensitive inferences that can be made from prescription records alone, and the potential downstream effects on law enforcement efforts to obtain OTP information.

A. Aggravating surveillance and stigmatization burden on traumatized, criminalized patients

Confidential medical care is not equally distributed: There is a growing, global body of empirical data documenting the disparities in systemic violations to confidentiality and other rights of patients belonging to marginalized groups. Although poorly-regulated law enforcement access to PDMP data risks the privacy of all who receive health care, these threats are particularly salient to OTP participants.

Reflecting the power imbalance that affects these groups in other domains, confidentiality violations disproportionately impact these patients because they are subject to increased state control, surveillance, and stigmatization. People who use drugs are highly vulnerable to deleterious outcomes that can cascade from receiving care in Part 2 covered entities. Even though the information collected is narrow in scope, it raises significant privacy risks that can result in severe criminal penalties. Furthermore, legal risks created by allowing OTPs to report information to PDMPs extend far beyond the criminal context: Child protective services, employment, and immigration are just some of the enforcement structures that could access PDMPs and their analytical functionality. Actual and perceived access by governmental agencies for the purposes of surveillance could precipitate harmful consequences, deterring help-seeking and precipitating harm among already vulnerable patients.
B. Fueling morbidity and mortality

There is still significant stigma attached to participation in SUD treatment programs across a wide variety of communities and institutions. Consequently, protecting the privacy and confidentiality of OTP information—especially information related to dispensing—is a crucial step in reducing the barriers to participation in OAT programs. As described by one recovery advocate, “[w]e would not have put our careers, reputation or families at risk of stigma and discrimination if we were not assured that information about our substance use disorder was safe and would only be shared with our consent.”

Opioid agonist therapy is the gold standard in treatment of opioid use disorder. Engaging patients on OAT using methadone and buprenorphine (especially the buprenorphine-naloxone combination, e.g. Suboxone®) effectively staves off OUD withdrawal symptoms, controls cravings, and stabilizes patients, helping them regain control of their lives. Much like other chronic and relapsing conditions, OUD typically requires long-term (even life-long) pharmacotherapy.

Decades of research have demonstrated these medications to be safe, effective, and cost-effective in the treatment of OUD. Methadone and buprenorphine maintenance have been especially positively evaluated across a variety of geographical and institutional settings, demonstrating unequivocal public health, social, family, and crime-prevention benefits. Of vital relevance in the current crisis, OAT holds enormous overdose prevention potential and is enormously cost-effective. Changes currently proposed risk increasing barriers to this care, however, endangering the very same people SAMHSA is tasked with protecting.

Finally, 42 CFR Part 2 already allows sharing of OTP records in the circumstances most likely to result in direct public health benefits: the prevention of duplicative enrollment. Under 42 CFR §
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2.34, OTPs can disclose information to other OTP programs or a central registry when a patient begins or ends treatment, or when the medication used to treat them is changed. However, unlike the broad information sharing allowed by PDMPs, information sharing between OTPs under 42 CFR Part 2 is tightly constrained to protect both public health and information privacy. Disclosures may only be made to a central registry or a treatment program within 200 miles and is limited to patient identity, medication type/dosage, and applicable dates. Furthermore—in sharp contrast to the ever-expanding use of information collected by PDMPs—information disclosed between OTP providers under 42 CFR Part 2 may not be redisclosed, and “patient identifying information” may not be used “for any purpose other than the prevention of multiple enrollments without a court order.”

C. Spurring additional law enforcement activity targeting OTP patients

SAMHSA has argued that the potential privacy threats posed by incorporating OTP dispensing information into PDMPs—where they can be accessed by law enforcement officers without a warrant in a majority of jurisdictions—is mitigated by the fact that law enforcement is still required to obtain a court order satisfying 42 U.S.C. 290dd-2(c) in order to access covered records from any patient of an OTP. However, adding OTP dispensing information to PDMPs is likely to have downstream consequences on how—and how often—law enforcement officers request information directly from OTPs. In other contexts, surveillance scholars have noted that law enforcement can use information obtained through less-costly and less-regulated forms of surveillance to form the basis for requests for more-costly and more-regulated forms of surveillance. Therefore, law enforcement may use more resource-intensive and invasive forms of surveillance less often when their precursor forms of surveillance are more strictly regulated. Similarly, although the legal standard for obtaining OTP dispensing information remains the same, including OTP records in PDMPs reduces the outlays of meeting that standard, and therefore may increase the frequency with which law enforcement requests information directly from OTPs.

The requirements for obtaining a court order under 42 U.S.C. 290dd-2(c) are robust, but reasonable: law enforcement must demonstrate “good cause...including the need to avert a substantial risk of death or serious bodily harm” based on consideration of “the public interest and the need for disclosure against the injury to the patient, to the physician-patient relationship, and to the treatment services.” OTP dispensing information will severely erode the legal and
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other barriers to meeting this standard, as knowledge of the type and frequency of prescriptions received by an individual provides uniquely powerful insight into the relationship between the individual, his or her physician, and the treatment program. It bears emphasis that, in the majority of states, law enforcement are not required to obtain a court order prior to obtaining PDMP information. In turn, knowledge gained through OTP dispensing information would greatly facilitate law enforcement in meeting the legal standard to obtain other forms of OTP information, creating a back door to undermine the entire confidentiality framework.

IV. Consent Cannot Mitigate Risks, is Impracticable

SAMHSA purports to mitigate the privacy harms created by their proposed changes to 42 CFR Part 2 by requiring OTPs to obtain written consent from an individual prior to reporting their information to a state PDMP. While this is a well-intentioned, it is wholly insufficient to mitigate the risks created by allowing OTP dispensing information to be reported to PDMPs. Because PDMPs engage in broad and wide-ranging information sharing, patients (and even providers) cannot be adequately informed of how the information provided to PDMPs will be used at the time they are asked to provide consent.

Across many contexts, meaningful consent requires not just that a formal individual assent to a course of action, but that they provide this assent after being fully informed of the implications of their decision. Informed consent in the medical context generally mandates disclosure of the material risks and benefits of treatment; the Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs) protects personal information by requiring information collectors to provide “clear and conspicuous notice” of how information will be used, disclosed, and shared. In line with these practices, 42 CFR Part 2 currently requires that consent to information disclosure specify what information will be shared and with whom. Moreover, 42 CFR Part 2 goes beyond many other information protection schemes by prohibiting subsequent redisclosure of information without specific patient consent.

Given the big data analytics, commercialization, and other evolving elements of PDMPs, OTPs will be unable to provide patients with a meaningful and comprehensive explanation of how information disclosed to these state databases will be used. This will render patient consent to
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information sharing meaningless. Additionally, because some of the less transparent uses of PDMP information, such as use of decision making tools based on proprietary black box algorithms such as NarxCare, it will be **technically impossible** to explain to patients how their information will be used at the time they are asked to provide consent.\(^1\)

Reliance on consent to mitigate privacy shortcomings also raises questions about how to handle circumstances when use of PDMP data is expanded after consent is provided. It is also not clear what information about PDMPs will be provided at the time consent is sought. As willingness to share health information has been shown to depend on the context in which it will be used,\(^2\) an OTP patient’s willingness to provide information to a PDMP may change depending on how and with whom the information will be shared. Unless OTPs are able to provide a full accounting of PDMP information sharing at the time consent is sought, the patient will not be able to make an informed decision about whether it is in their best interest to share their sensitive, potentially stigmatizing health information.

**V. Pursue Integration Through More, Not Less, Privacy**

Improving integration of prescribing information and care-coordination is a plausible pathway to better health services for people with SUD. Integration by no means guarantees such improvement; however, there is mounting evidence that personal health information integration does not, in and of itself, lead to improved health outcomes.\(^3\) A variety of factors influence provider decisions to integrate SUD care into their primary care practice. For instance, user-driven design can help inform the configuration of electronic health records and other decision support tools to facilitate screening, diagnosis, and treatment.\(^4\)

Similarly, technologically-driven “nudges,” such as electronic reminders, algorithms, and deliberate setting of default options can steer providers towards desired action. Conversely, systems-level barriers to providing SUD care, including technological and regulatory hurdles (such as the buprenorphine waiver requirement), disincentivize care integration.

Questions about its instrumental value aside, we should not pursue integration at the expense of privacy. A key hurdle is the enormous gap that currently exists between protections afforded under HIPAA and those affected by 42 CFR Part 2. To achieve integration, we need to extend

\(^{1}\) For example, NarxCare has been implemented on the state level in 20 states, and some pharmacy chains have implemented it in their outlets in some states but not others. Christine Blank, *Chains Implementing Tech to Help Track Opioid Misuse*, DRUG TOPICS (Oct. 14, 2019), https://www.drugtopics.com/opioid-epidemic/chains-implementing-tech-help-track-opioid-misuse.


protections provided to prescriptions dispensed by OTP to other forms of prescription information, rather than the other way around. This would have potential public health benefits because protecting privacy builds trust, encourages help-seeking, and can improve care coordination. Conversely, if the rule is promulgated, consent should articulate an accurate assessment of risk of PDMP integration including law enforcement and other agency access.
Appendix 1.

Figure 1. Law Enforcement Queries of PDMP in 16 States, Adjusted for Population

* Massachusetts Averages Span an Older and Newer Iteration of PDMP

** Data constitute incomplete annual statistics to Q2